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Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNUlpIeEc2YV9vRDg?usp=sharingQUESTION 677Which value
determines the amnount of traffic that a network path can hold in transit?A. route cache settingB. maxsimum windows sizeC.
badwidth delay productD. MSSAnswer: DQUESTION 678Which location within the network is preferred when using a dedicated
route for Cisco IP SLA operations?A. user edgeB. provider edgeC. access edgeD. distribution edgeAnswer: DQUESTION
679Which protocol can you use to remotely install an IOS on a Cisco switch?A. SFTPB. NetFlowC. FTPD. SNMPAnswer:
CQUESTION 680A user is attempting to authentication on the device connected to a TACACS+ server but the server require more
information from the user to complete authenticaton. Which response does the TACACS+ daemon return?A. ACCEPB. ERROR
C. REJECTD. CONTINUEAnswer: DQUESTION 681Which security feature can protect DMVPN tunnels?A. IPsecB.
TACACS+C. RTBHD. RADIUSAnswer: AQUESTION 682What happens when two EIGRP peers have mismatched K
values?A. The two devices are unable to correctly perform equal-cost routingB. The two devices fail to perform EIGRP graceful
shutdown when one device goes downC. The two devices fail to from an adjacencyD. The two devices are unable to correctly
perform unequal-cast load balancingAnswer: CQUESTION 683Refer to exhibit. Which efect of this configuration is true? A. The
device sends SNMP traps related to BGP operations to host 192.168.1.128B. It configures an ACL to protect SNMP manager from
receiving BGP traps.C. it configures the device to use string ciscotest for read and write access to any SNMP manager on the
networkD. it configures the device to communicate with other devices in the ciscotest community using SNMPv3Answer: A
QUESTION 684Which two features were added in MSCHAP version 2?(Choose two)A. Mutual authentication between peers.B.
Using the MD5 hash for stronger securityC. Using three-way handshakes for authentication.D. Ability to change an expired
passwordE. Backward-compatibility with MSCHAP version 1Answer: ADQUESTION 685When an EIGRP router discovers a
new neighbor, which packet type does the router send to help the neighbor build its topology table?A. RepliesB. RequestsC.
UpdatesD. QueriesAnswer: CQUESTION 686After configuring RIPng on two routers that are connected via a WAN link, a
network engineer notices that two routers cannot exchange routing pdated.What is the reason for this?A. Either a firewall between
the two routers or an ACL on the router is blocking UDP 521B. Either a firewall between the two routers or an ACL on the router
is blocking TCP 520C. Either a firewall between the two routers or an ACL on the router is blocking TCP 521D. Either a
firewall between the two routers or an ACL on the router is blocking UDP 520Answer: AQUESTION 687A network engineer is
enabling RIPng on a new customer link Under which configuration mode is RIPng enabled?A. GlobalB. RouterC. InterfaceD.
IPv6Answer: CQUESTION 688Which three algorithms can you configure with the ip cef load-sharing algorithm
command?(Choose three)A. per-packedB. TunnelC. per-destinationD. UniversalE. Per-sourceF. Include-portsAnswer:
BDFQUESTION 689Whic Tecnology supports overlapping IP address on a single interace?A. policy-based routingB. VRF-Lite
C. On-Demand RoutingD. QoSAnswer: BQUESTION 690Which two statements about ICMP unreachable messages are
true?(Choose twoA. They are sent when a route to the destination is missing from the routing tableB. They can be enable and
disable on a device only on a global levelC. They are sent when a destination address responds to an ARP requestD. They
include the entire packet so that the source can identify the process that generated the messageE. They include a poriton of the
original data so that the source can identify the process that generated the messageAnswer: AEQUESTION 691Refer to the exhibit.
Which effect of this configuration is true? A. It designares the interface as a GRE tunnel endpointB. it configures 802.1q
trunking on the interfaceC. I designates the interface as an EVN trunkD. I removes VTP from the interaceAnswer: C
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